**IMPRISONMENT RATE – 2014**

National Imprisonment Rate: 612
National Rate Change from 2013: -1.4%

Note: Counts are based on prisoners with sentences of more than a year under the jurisdiction of state or federal correctional officials. Imprisonment and supervision rates are based on 100,000 U.S. residents age 18 or older.

**HIGHEST FIVE:**
1. Louisiana - 1,072
2. Oklahoma - 928
3. Alabama - 820
4. Texas - 792
5. Mississippi - 788

Iowa ranks 38th with 368

**RATE OF OFFENDERS UNDER COMMUNITY SUPERVISION – 2014**

National Community Supervision Rate: 1,739

Note: Community supervision includes offenders supervised on parole or probation.

**HIGHEST FIVE:**
1. Georgia - 6,433
2. Idaho - 3,109
3. Ohio - 2,853
4. Rhode Island - 2,848
5. Pennsylvania - 2,783

Iowa ranks 28th with 1,485

Community supervision includes offenders supervised on parole or probation.